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Everything has a limited space, for instance a glass has certain volume you cannot fill it more than
its capacity and if you try water will spill from it, which is problematic. Same is with Outlook email
system, it is very useful email managing client that provides elements like messages, tasks,
appointments, to do list, tasks, journals, etc. Outlook by default stores data in Outlook.pst file. This
file has different file size limit in both formats ANSI and Unicode. ANSI Personal folders PST size
limit is 2 GB and 20 GB in Unicode.

Where Problem Appears?

The main problem appears when ANSI PST files goes beyond 2 GB and Unicode goes beyond 4
GB, PST file began to slower down in normal functionalities. This change in Outlook behavior might
astonish you, but it is a clear signal of issue with PST file size limit.

ANSI Outlook reaching 1.5 GB start operating slowly, you slightly experience the difference in
sending and receiving emails. Unicode reaching 4 GB becomes slower which directly affects
Outlook emailing operations

Why Problem Appears?

File size limit you might have heard a lot of, it means that you can store data (messages, tasks,
calendars, appointments, to do list, journals, etc) in Outlook PST file till 2 GB in ANSI and till 4 GB in
Unicode. When you try to overload data in PST file against its set limit, you fall in grave serious
problems like it can lead to non-usable state of PST file.

How to Overcome Problem?

In the presence of superior technical solutions you can find an easy way to split personal folders
PST size limit. If you want most simple solution where you do not need to spend your time, physical
labor, useless pains etc, then adopting a way of professional application would be the best possible
solution. It is not easy to get desirable external software to split large sized PST files. Most simple
way to avail easiest professional software is by making an internet search and then downloading
them free to check proficiency and efficiency hidden in it.Read more:
http://www.splitoutlookpst.org/outlook-pst-split-tool.html

Catch Tool For Easy PST Splitting: As soon as you get satisfied with any of the external software,
purchase it and split large sized PST file into many small parts. Split PST software v 4.0 is useful
and competent solution that can split large sized PST file into smaller parts. It supports all Outlook
editions including 2003, 2010 64 Bit and 32 Bit, 2000, etc.
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PST software is a genuine helper tool.
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